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Physics of Radiation

1. Transport of Radiant Energy (EMW): Electromagnetic 
radiation is a form of energy derived from oscillating magnetic and 
electrostatic fields and is capable of transmission through empty 

space where its velocity is equal to speed of light.

2. Radiation Environment: Almost all the energy for physical 
and biological processes at the earth’s surface comes from the sun 
and much of environmental physics is concerned with ways in 
which this energy is dispersed or stored in thermal, mechanical, or 

chemical form.



(i) Electromagnetic Radiation: consists of waves of electric and 
magnetic energy moving together through space.

(ii) All electromagnetic radiation can be classified by frequency from 
the extremely low to extremely high frequencies. 

Electromagnetic Radiation

(iii) Extremely high frequency radiation such as Ultraviolet (UV) and 
X-rays is called “Ionizing Radiation” because it is powerful enough to 
effect changes in the atoms of matter it strikes, by breaking chemical 
bonds (ionization) , thus altering their chemical and biological nature. 

(iv) Electromagnetic radiation at those frequencies below the UV band 
are generally classified as “Non-Ionizing Radiation” because they 

typically lack the energy to effect changes in atomic structure.





1. Electromagnetic Energy Interactions1. Electromagnetic Energy Interactions1. Electromagnetic Energy Interactions1. Electromagnetic Energy Interactions

• When the energy being remotely sensed comes 
from the Sun, the energy:
– Propagates through the vacuum of space – Propagates through the vacuum of space 

– Interacts with the Earth's atmosphere, surface, and 
atmosphere

– Reaches the remote sensor (interacts with various 
optical systems, filters, emulsions, or detectors)



EnergyEnergy--matter matter 
interactions in the interactions in the 
atmosphere, at the atmosphere, at the 
study area, and at study area, and at study area, and at study area, and at 
the remote sensor the remote sensor 

detectordetector



Pictorial ExplanationPictorial Explanation



•• The three basic ways in which energy can be transferred The three basic ways in which energy can be transferred 
include, include, conductionconduction, , convectionconvection, and , and radiationradiation

•• Energy may be Energy may be conductedconducted directly from one object to directly from one object to 
another as when a pan is in direct physical contact with a another as when a pan is in direct physical contact with a 
hot burnerhot burner

Fundamental Properties of Fundamental Properties of 
Electromagnetic RadiationElectromagnetic Radiation

hot burnerhot burner
•• The Sun bathes the EarthThe Sun bathes the Earth’’s surface with radiant energy s surface with radiant energy 

causing the air near the ground to increase in temperaturecausing the air near the ground to increase in temperature
–– The less dense air rises, creating The less dense air rises, creating convectionalconvectional currents in the currents in the 

atmosphere atmosphere 

•• The transfer of energy by The transfer of energy by electromagnetic radiation electromagnetic radiation is of is of 
primary interest to remote sensing because it is the only primary interest to remote sensing because it is the only 
form of energy transfer that can take place in a vacuum form of energy transfer that can take place in a vacuum 
such as the region between the Sun and the Earthsuch as the region between the Sun and the Earth



•• The energy can be transferred in the three basic The energy can be transferred in the three basic 
ways: ways: conductionconduction, , convectionconvection, and , and radiationradiation

Fundamental Properties of Fundamental Properties of 
Electromagnetic RadiationElectromagnetic Radiation



To understand how electromagnetic radiation is To understand how electromagnetic radiation is 
created, how it propagates through space, and created, how it propagates through space, and 
how it interacts with other matter, it is useful to how it interacts with other matter, it is useful to 

Electromagnetic Radiation ModelsElectromagnetic Radiation Models

how it interacts with other matter, it is useful to how it interacts with other matter, it is useful to 
describe the processes using two different describe the processes using two different 
models: models: 

•• the the wavewave model, and model, and 
•• the the particleparticle modelmodel



Wave Model of EM EnergyWave Model of EM Energy

An electromagnetic wave is composed of electric and An electromagnetic wave is composed of electric and 
magnetic vectors that are orthogonal to one another and magnetic vectors that are orthogonal to one another and 
travel from the source at the speed of light (3 x 10travel from the source at the speed of light (3 x 1088 m sm s--11))



•• FrequencyFrequency: the number of wavelengths that pass a point : the number of wavelengths that pass a point 

The Wave Model of The Wave Model of 
Electromagnetic Electromagnetic 

EnergyEnergy

•• FrequencyFrequency: the number of wavelengths that pass a point : the number of wavelengths that pass a point 
per unit timeper unit time

•• WavelengthWavelength: the mean distance between maximums (or : the mean distance between maximums (or 
minimums)minimums)

•• Common units: micrometers (Common units: micrometers (m) or nanometers (nm) m) or nanometers (nm) 

•• One cycle per second is termed one One cycle per second is termed one hertzhertz (1 Hz)(1 Hz)



Wave Model of Electromagnetic EnergyWave Model of Electromagnetic Energy

The relationship between the wavelength, The relationship between the wavelength, , and frequency, , and frequency, , of , of 
electromagnetic radiation is based on the following formula, where electromagnetic radiation is based on the following formula, where 
cc is the speed of light: is the speed of light: 

v
=vc ×=  c

v =
c
v

=vc ×= 

c

v =

Note that frequency, Note that frequency,  is inversely proportional to wavelength, is inversely proportional to wavelength, 
The longer the wavelength, the lower the frequency, and viceThe longer the wavelength, the lower the frequency, and vice--versaversa



Wave Model of Electromagnetic EnergyWave Model of Electromagnetic Energy



Sources of Electromagnetic EnergySources of Electromagnetic Energy
• The Sun yields a 

continuous spectrum 
of EM energy

• This process produces 
a large amount of 
short wavelength 
energy (from 0.4 - 0.7 
m; blue, green, and 

• Interacts with the atmosphere and surface materials 
(reflect, absorb)

• Absorption: absorb the short wavelength energy and 
then re-emit it at a longer wavelength

energy (from 0.4 - 0.7 
m; blue, green, and 
red light)
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StefanStefan--Boltzmann LawBoltzmann LawStefanStefan--Boltzmann LawBoltzmann Law

•• The The total emitted radiation (total emitted radiation (MM)) from a blackbody is from a blackbody is 
proportional to the fourth power of its absolute temperatureproportional to the fourth power of its absolute temperature
–– This is known as the This is known as the StefanStefan--Boltzmann lawBoltzmann law and is expressed as:and is expressed as:

MM = = ssT T 44MM = = ssT T 

where where ss is the Stefanis the Stefan--Boltzmann constant = 5.6697 x 10Boltzmann constant = 5.6697 x 10--88 W mW m--22 KK--44

–– TT = absolute temperature (in Kelvin) = absolute temperature (in Kelvin) 
•• The greater the The greater the TT, the greater the amount of radiant energy , the greater the amount of radiant energy 

exiting the objectexiting the object
–– The temperature 0The temperature 0°°C (in the common Celsius scale) corresponds to 273 KC (in the common Celsius scale) corresponds to 273 K



WienWien’’s Displacement Laws Displacement LawWienWien’’s Displacement Laws Displacement Law

•• To compute its To compute its dominant wavelengthdominant wavelength ((maxmax)) as:as:

maxmax =  =  kk / / TT

where where kk is a constant equaling 2898 is a constant equaling 2898 m K, and m K, and TT is temperature in is temperature in 
degrees Kelvindegrees Kelvin

•• The Sun approximates a 6,000 K blackbody, therefore its The Sun approximates a 6,000 K blackbody, therefore its •• The Sun approximates a 6,000 K blackbody, therefore its The Sun approximates a 6,000 K blackbody, therefore its 
dominant wavelength is:dominant wavelength is:

0.4830.483 mm =  2898 =  2898 mm KK / 6000/ 6000 KK
–– T T determines the wavelengthdetermines the wavelength



•• Blackbody radiation curves Blackbody radiation curves 
for the Sun: temperature for the Sun: temperature 
approximate 6,000 Kapproximate 6,000 K

•• For Earth: 300 K For Earth: 300 K 

Blackbody Blackbody 
Radiation CurvesRadiation Curves

•• For Earth: 300 K For Earth: 300 K 

•• As the temperature of the As the temperature of the 
object increases, its object increases, its 
dominant wavelength shifts dominant wavelength shifts 
toward the short toward the short 
wavelength portion of the wavelength portion of the 
spectrumspectrum



Radiant Intensity Radiant Intensity 
of the Sunof the Sun

•• The Sun (6,000 K blackbody) The Sun (6,000 K blackbody) 
dominant: 0.5 µm dominant: 0.5 µm 

•• Earth (300 K blackbody)Earth (300 K blackbody)

•• Dominant: 9.7 µm Dominant: 9.7 µm 

•• Sun: 41%: visible region from Sun: 41%: visible region from •• Sun: 41%: visible region from Sun: 41%: visible region from 
0.4 0.4 -- 0.7 µm0.7 µm

•• The other 59% (<0.4 µm) The other 59% (<0.4 µm) 
and (>0.7 µm) and (>0.7 µm) 

•• Eyes are only sensitive to Eyes are only sensitive to 
light from the 0.4 to 0.7 µm light from the 0.4 to 0.7 µm 

•• Remote sensor detectors Remote sensor detectors 
can be made sensitive to can be made sensitive to 
energy in the nonenergy in the non--visible visible 
regions of the spectrumregions of the spectrum



Particle Model of EM EnergyParticle Model of EM EnergyParticle Model of EM EnergyParticle Model of EM Energy

•• Quantum theory of electromagnetic radiation:Quantum theory of electromagnetic radiation: energy energy 
is transferred in discrete packets called is transferred in discrete packets called quantaquanta or or 
photonsphotons

•• The relationship between the frequency of radiation The relationship between the frequency of radiation 
and the quantum is:and the quantum is:and the quantum is:and the quantum is:

Q = h Q = h 

•• where where Q is the energy of a quantumQ is the energy of a quantum measured in measured in 
Joules (J), Joules (J), hh is the is the Planck constant Planck constant (6.626 x 10(6.626 x 10--3434 J sJ s--11), ), 
and and  is the frequency of the radiationis the frequency of the radiation



Atmospheric RefractionAtmospheric RefractionAtmospheric RefractionAtmospheric Refraction

•• The The speed of lightspeed of light c is 3 x 10c is 3 x 1088 m sm s--11 (same as (same as 
Electromagnetic Radiation EMR)Electromagnetic Radiation EMR)

•• When encounters substances of different density (air and When encounters substances of different density (air and 
water), refraction may take placewater), refraction may take place

•• RefractionRefraction: bending of light when it passes from one : bending of light when it passes from one 

The Speed of Light in a Vacuum and in the AtmosphereThe Speed of Light in a Vacuum and in the Atmosphere

•• RefractionRefraction: bending of light when it passes from one : bending of light when it passes from one 
medium to anothermedium to another
–– Refraction occurs because the media are of differing densities and Refraction occurs because the media are of differing densities and 

the speed of EMR is different in each the speed of EMR is different in each 

•• The index of refraction, n: measure of the optical density of The index of refraction, n: measure of the optical density of 
a substancea substance
–– This index is the ratio of c, to the speed of light in the substance, cThis index is the ratio of c, to the speed of light in the substance, cnn::

cc
n  =  __n  =  __

ccnn
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–– for a given frequency for a given frequency 
of light, the product of of light, the product of 
the index of refraction the index of refraction 
and the sine of the and the sine of the 
angle between the ray angle between the ray 

Index of Refraction and SnellIndex of Refraction and Snell’’s Laws Law
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nn11 sin sin 11 = n= n22 sin sin 22



Electromagnetic radiation is propagated through Electromagnetic radiation is propagated through 
the earth's atmosphere almost at the speed of light the earth's atmosphere almost at the speed of light 
in a vacuumin a vacuum
• • Unlike a vacuum in which nothing happens, however, Unlike a vacuum in which nothing happens, however, 

the atmosphere may affectthe atmosphere may affect

Atmospheric ScatteringAtmospheric Scattering

the atmosphere may affectthe atmosphere may affect
 speed of radiationspeed of radiation
 intensityintensity
 spectral distributionspectral distribution
 directiondirection



The type of scattering is a function of:The type of scattering is a function of:

•• The The wavelengthwavelength of the incident radiant energyof the incident radiant energy
•• The size of the The size of the gas moleculegas molecule, , dust particledust particle, or , or 

Atmospheric ScatteringAtmospheric Scattering

•• The size of the The size of the gas moleculegas molecule, , dust particledust particle, or , or 
water dropletwater droplet encounteredencountered



Atmospheric Layers and ConstituentsAtmospheric Layers and Constituents

Major subdivisions of the atmosphere and the types of Major subdivisions of the atmosphere and the types of 
molecules and aerosols found in each layermolecules and aerosols found in each layer



Reflection: the direction 
predictable 
Scattering: direction 
unpredictable

Atmospheric ScatteringAtmospheric Scattering

Based on wavelength of incident 
radiant energy, the size of the 
gas molecule, dust particle, or 
water vapor droplet essentially 
three types of scattering: 

• Rayleigh
• Mie

• non-selective scattering

Water 
Droplets



•• Rayleigh scatteringRayleigh scattering occurs when the occurs when the 
diameter of the matter (usually air diameter of the matter (usually air 
molecules) are many times smaller than the molecules) are many times smaller than the 
wavelength of the incident electromagnetic wavelength of the incident electromagnetic 

Rayleigh ScatteringRayleigh Scattering

wavelength of the incident electromagnetic wavelength of the incident electromagnetic 
radiation radiation 

•• Rayleigh named after the English physicistRayleigh named after the English physicist
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• Mie scattering: when essentially spherical particles present in 
the atmosphere with diameters approximately equal to the 
wavelength of radiation

• For visible light, water droplets, dust, and other particles ranging 
from a few tenths of a micrometer to several micrometers in 
diameter are the main scattering agents

Mie ScatteringMie Scattering

diameter are the main scattering agents
– The amount of scatter is greater than Rayleigh scatter and the wavelengths 

scattered are longer

• Pollution also contributes to beautiful sunsets and sunrises
– The greater the amount of smoke and dust particles in the atmospheric 

column, the more violet and blue light will be scattered away and only the 
longer orange and red wavelength light will reach our eyes



•• NonNon--selective scatteringselective scattering: when particles in the : when particles in the 
atmosphere are atmosphere are several times (>10) greater than the several times (>10) greater than the 
wavelength of the radiationwavelength of the radiation

–– All wavelengths of light are scattered, not just blue, green, or redAll wavelengths of light are scattered, not just blue, green, or red

 Thus, water droplets scatter all wavelengths of visible light Thus, water droplets scatter all wavelengths of visible light 
equally well, causing the cloud to appear white (equally well, causing the cloud to appear white (a mixture of a mixture of 

NonNon--selective Scatteringselective Scattering

equally well, causing the cloud to appear white (equally well, causing the cloud to appear white (a mixture of a mixture of 
all colors of light in approximately equal quantities produces all colors of light in approximately equal quantities produces 
whitewhite) ) 

–– Scattering can severely reduce the information content of Scattering can severely reduce the information content of 
remotely sensed data to make it difficult to  differentiate one object remotely sensed data to make it difficult to  differentiate one object 

from anotherfrom another



Two questions:Two questions:

•• Why is the sky blue? Why is the sky blue? 

•• Why is the sunset orange?Why is the sunset orange?

Color of the SkyColor of the Sky

•• Why is the sunset orange?Why is the sunset orange?



•• Why is the sky blue?Why is the sky blue?
––A clear cloudless dayA clear cloudless day--time sky is blue because time sky is blue because 

molecules in the air scatter blue light from the sun molecules in the air scatter blue light from the sun 
more than they scatter red lightmore than they scatter red light

•• Why is the sunset orange ?Why is the sunset orange ?

Color of the SkyColor of the Sky

•• Why is the sunset orange ?Why is the sunset orange ?
––When we look towards the sun at sunset, we see red When we look towards the sun at sunset, we see red 

and orange colors because the blue light has been and orange colors because the blue light has been 
scattered out and away from the line of sightscattered out and away from the line of sight

•• http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/physics/General/BlueSky/blue_sky.htmlhttp://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/physics/General/BlueSky/blue_sky.html



– Fractional amount of energy scattered into the direction Q per 
unit solid angle per unit length of transit [m-1 sr-1]

Angular Scattering Coefficient [Angular Scattering Coefficient [((QQ)])]

dW Q

Propagating beam

dW

f
Scattering center

Unit length



Solid Angle Representation ofSolid Angle Representation of
Spherical CoordinatesSpherical Coordinates
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•• Volume scattering coefficient [Volume scattering coefficient [ssscasca]]

–– Fractional amount of energy scattered in all directions per unit length of Fractional amount of energy scattered in all directions per unit length of 
transit [mtransit [m--11]]

ssscasca =   =   ((QQ)d)dWW

= = ((QQ)sin)sinQQddQQddff

Volume Scattering and Extinction CoefficientVolume Scattering and Extinction Coefficient

00 00

22 

•• Volume absorption coefficient [Volume absorption coefficient [ssabsabs]]

–– Fractional amount of energy absorbed per unit length of transit [mFractional amount of energy absorbed per unit length of transit [m--11]]

•• Volume extinction coefficient [Volume extinction coefficient [ssextext]]

–– Fractional amount of energy attenuated per unit length of transit [mFractional amount of energy attenuated per unit length of transit [m--11]]

ssextext = = ssscasca + + ssabsabs

•• Single scattering albedo [Single scattering albedo [00]]

–– Fraction of energy scattered to that attenuatedFraction of energy scattered to that attenuated

0 0 = = ssscasca/(/(ssscasca + + ssabsabs))

00 00



•• Optical depth [Optical depth [tt]]

–– Total attenuation along a path length, generally a function of wavelength Total attenuation along a path length, generally a function of wavelength 
[dimensionless][dimensionless]

tt(() =   ) =   ssextextdxdx

•• Total  optical thickness of the atmosphere [Total  optical thickness of the atmosphere [tttt]]

–– Total attenuation in a vertical path from the top of the atmosphere down to Total attenuation in a vertical path from the top of the atmosphere down to 

Optical ThicknessOptical Thickness

00

XX

–– Total attenuation in a vertical path from the top of the atmosphere down to Total attenuation in a vertical path from the top of the atmosphere down to 
the surfacethe surface

tttt(() =) =ssextextdzdz

•• Transmission of the direct solar beamTransmission of the direct solar beam
00



tt == exp[exp[--tttt(()])]

tt == exp[exp[--tttt(()/µ)/µ00]]

00
µµ00 = cos= cos00



•• Scattering phase function is defined as the ratio of the energy scattering per Scattering phase function is defined as the ratio of the energy scattering per 
unit solid angle into a particular direction to the average energy scattered per unit solid angle into a particular direction to the average energy scattered per 
unit solid angle into all directionsunit solid angle into all directions

with  this definition, the phase function obeys the following normalizationwith  this definition, the phase function obeys the following normalization

FF(cos(cosQQ) =) = ==

Scattering Phase FunctionScattering Phase Function

((QQ)d)dWW

((QQ))
ssscasca

44((QQ))

44

11 == FF(cos(cosQQ)d)dWW

== FF(cos(cosQQ)dcos)dcosQQ

•• Rayleigh (molecular) scattering phase functionRayleigh (molecular) scattering phase function

FF(cos(cosQQ) =       (1 + cos) =       (1 + cos22QQ))
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Shapes of Scattering Phase FunctionShapes of Scattering Phase Function
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Shapes of Scattering Phase FunctionShapes of Scattering Phase Function
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•• AbsorptionAbsorption is the process by which radiant energy is is the process by which radiant energy is 
absorbed and converted into other forms of energyabsorbed and converted into other forms of energy
–– An absorption band is a range of wavelengths (or frequencies) in the An absorption band is a range of wavelengths (or frequencies) in the 

electromagnetic spectrum within which radiant energy is absorbed by electromagnetic spectrum within which radiant energy is absorbed by 
substances such as water (Hsubstances such as water (H22O), carbon dioxide (COO), carbon dioxide (CO22), oxygen (O), oxygen (O22), ), 
ozone (Oozone (O33), and nitrous oxide (N), and nitrous oxide (N22O)O)

Atmospheric AbsorptionAtmospheric Absorption

33 22

•• The cumulative effect of the absorption by the various The cumulative effect of the absorption by the various 
constituents can cause the atmosphere to constituents can cause the atmosphere to close downclose down in in 
certain regions of the spectrumcertain regions of the spectrum
–– This is bad for remote sensing because no energy is available to be This is bad for remote sensing because no energy is available to be 

sensedsensed



AbsorptionAbsorption

•• In certain parts of the spectrum such as the visible region In certain parts of the spectrum such as the visible region 
(0.4 (0.4 -- 0.7 0.7 m), the atmosphere does not absorb much of the m), the atmosphere does not absorb much of the 
incident energy but transmits it effectivelyincident energy but transmits it effectively

•• Parts of the spectrum that transmit energy effectively are Parts of the spectrum that transmit energy effectively are 
called called ““atmospheric windowsatmospheric windows””



•• The combined effects The combined effects 
of atmospheric of atmospheric 
absorptionabsorption, , scatteringscattering, , 
and and reflectancereflectance reducereduce
the amount of solar the amount of solar 
irradiance reaching the irradiance reaching the 
EarthEarth’’s surface at sea s surface at sea 
levellevel



RadianceRadiance
The concept of radiance (L)
leaving a specific projected 
source area (A) on the 
ground, in a specific direction 
(), and within a specific solid 
angle (W)

The L is measured in watts 
per meter squared per per meter squared per 
steradian (W m-2 sr -1 )

– We are only interested in 
the radiant flux in certain 
wavelengths (F) leaving 
the projected source area 
(A) within a certain direction 
() and solid angle (W)



•• Specular reflection (a):Specular reflection (a):
smoothsmooth (i.e., the average (i.e., the average 
surface profile is several surface profile is several 
times smaller than the times smaller than the 
wavelength of radiation) wavelength of radiation) 

•• Diffuse reflection (b)Diffuse reflection (b): : roughrough, , 
the reflected rays go in many the reflected rays go in many 

ReflectanceReflectance

the reflected rays go in many the reflected rays go in many 
directions directions 

•• Lambertian surface (d)Lambertian surface (d) the the 
radiant flux leaving the radiant flux leaving the 
surface is constant for any surface is constant for any 
angle of reflectance to the angle of reflectance to the 
surface normal surface normal 



Path 1Path 1 contains spectral solar contains spectral solar 
irradianceirradiance ((EE00) that was ) that was 
attenuated very little before attenuated very little before 
illuminating the terrain within illuminating the terrain within 
the IFOVthe IFOV

–– Notice in this case that we Notice in this case that we 
are interested in the solar are interested in the solar 
irradiance from a specific irradiance from a specific 
solarsolar zenith anglezenith angle ((00) and ) and 
that the amount of that the amount of 
irradiance reaching the irradiance reaching the 
surface is a function of the surface is a function of the surface is a function of the surface is a function of the 
atmospheric atmospheric transmittance transmittance 
at this angleat this angle ((TT00

))
–– If all of the irradiance If all of the irradiance 

makes it to the ground, then makes it to the ground, then 
the atmospheric the atmospheric 
transmittancetransmittance ((TT00

) equals ) equals 
oneone

–– If none of the irradiance If none of the irradiance 
makes it to the ground, then makes it to the ground, then 
the atmospheric the atmospheric 
transmittance is zerotransmittance is zero



Path 2Path 2 contains spectral contains spectral diffuse diffuse 
sky irradiance (sky irradiance (EEdd)) that never that never 
even reaches the Eartheven reaches the Earth’’s surface s surface 
(the target study area) because (the target study area) because 
of scattering in the atmosphereof scattering in the atmosphere

–– The energy is often The energy is often 
scattered directly into the scattered directly into the 
IFOV of the sensor system IFOV of the sensor system 
in the form of Rayleigh in the form of Rayleigh 
scattering of diffuse sky scattering of diffuse sky 
irradianceirradiance

–– It contains much unwanted It contains much unwanted 
diffuse sky irradiance that diffuse sky irradiance that 
was inadvertently scattered was inadvertently scattered 
into the IFOV of the sensor into the IFOV of the sensor 
systemsystem

–– Therefore, if possible, we Therefore, if possible, we 
want to want to minimize its minimize its EEdd

effectseffects



Path 3Path 3 contains energy from the contains energy from the 
Sun that has undergone some Sun that has undergone some 
Rayleigh, Mie, and/or Rayleigh, Mie, and/or 
nonselective scatteringnonselective scattering and and 
perhaps some absorption and perhaps some absorption and 
reemission before illuminating reemission before illuminating 
the study areathe study area

–– Thus, its spectral Thus, its spectral 
composition and composition and 
polarization may be polarization may be 
somewhat different from the somewhat different from the 
energy that reaches the energy that reaches the energy that reaches the energy that reaches the 
ground from path 1ground from path 1

–– It is referred to as the It is referred to as the 
downward reflectance of the downward reflectance of the 
atmosphere (atmosphere (EEdddd))



Path 4Path 4 contains radiation that contains radiation that 
was reflected or scattered by was reflected or scattered by 
nearby terrainnearby terrain ((rrnn

) covered by ) covered by 
snow, concrete, soil, water, snow, concrete, soil, water, 
and/or vegetation into the IFOV and/or vegetation into the IFOV 
of the sensor systemof the sensor system

–– The energy does not The energy does not 
actually actually illuminateilluminate the study the study 
area of interestarea of interest

–– Therefore, if possible, we Therefore, if possible, we 
would like to minimize its would like to minimize its 
effectseffects

Path 2 and Path 4 combinePath 2 and Path 4 combine to to 
produce what is commonly produce what is commonly 
referred to as referred to as Path Radiance, LPath Radiance, Lpp



Path 5Path 5 is energy that was also is energy that was also 
reflected from nearby terrain reflected from nearby terrain 
into the atmosphere, into the atmosphere, but then but then 
scattered or reflected onto the scattered or reflected onto the 
study areastudy area

•• Adjacency effectAdjacency effect



Ultraviolet radiation from
the sun is responsible for a
variety of familiar
photochemical reactions,
including photochemical
smog, bleaching of paints
and decay of plastics.

UV radiation and Ozone depletion problem

and decay of plastics.

By a fortunate evolutionary event, the oxygen produced by
photosynthesis forms a filter in the outer reaches of our atmosphere
that absorbs the most energetic and harmful UV radiation, with
wavelengths below 240 nm (in the UVC band [wavelength 100-280
nm]). In the process, the oxygen molecules split up and recombine to
form ozone as shown in Fig.



Ozone layer (spread out between 10 and 50 km in the stratosphere but
only 3 mm thick were it compressed at ground level) in turn
efficiently absorbs UV radiation of higher wavelengths (up to about
310 nm).

A part of the UV radiation in the UV-B band (wavelength 240-315
nm) still reaches ground level and is absorbed in sufficient amounts to
have deleterious effects on cells.

The less energetic radiation in the UV-A band (wavelength 315-400
nm, bordering the visible band [wavelength 400-800 nm]) is not
absorbed by ozone and reaches ground level without much
attenuation through a clear atmosphere (i.e., no clouds, no air
polution).

Although not completely innocuous, the UVA radiation in sunlight is
much less photochemically active and therefore generally less harmful
than UVB radiation.



Ozone depletion

Stratospheric
ozone might be
destroyed by
industrially
produced chlorine
and bromine
containing stablecontaining stable
substances, such
as
chlorofluorocarbo
ns commonly used
in spray cans,
refrigerators and
air conditioners.



Ozone depletion

This ozone "hole" develops because of the
generation of reactive chlorine on the surface
of ice crystals in high-altitude polar clouds
that occur over Antarctica in the early austral
spring that exceptionally low levels of
stratospheric ozone (over 50% depletion).

The important consequence of a hole in the
ozone layer is an increased flux of UV
radiation at the earth's surface and in the top
layers of the ocean.

Transient effects of increased UV radiation
have thus been measured on organisms at the
bottom of the marine food chain.



Quiz

• What is radiation physics? Write radiations which is available in
environment.

• Discuss the basic principle of the light interaction with matter.

• What is meant by scatteing? Write difference between the Rayleigh and Mie
scattering.

• Discuss the Laws of radiation and their implication for radiative processes on
earth and its environment.earth and its environment.

• What is UV radiation? Explain the mechanism of Ozone depletion problem.



Sources: Google (Figures) and Book


